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Mail Train timetables on three continents
GEOFF LAMBERT and BRYANT LONG

C

LANCY GOT HIS MAIL BY RAIL.

Paterson implied that his Travelling
Post Office was a coach, although
most TPOs of his day were on trains. The
term was also used to describe mail carried by road, sea and air. There does not
seem to be a generic description of a TPO,
but one imagines that a TPO would have
to process mail in motion, as well as actually transport it.
One hundred years ago, in Australia, England and America and at least 104 other
countries nearly everybody received their
mail by rail. The letter which arrived in
your mailbox (up to 18 times a day in
some places) was almost certainly carried
some of the distance by a train. It may
well have been posted directly into a mailbox on a train and it would very probably
have been sorted on a train. It was very
common for TPOs to be attached to regular passenger trains. Passenger-carrying
“Mail Trains” ran in NSW well into the
1980s but I am concerned here mainly
with trains that were run purely for mail.

The Travelling Post Office– A.B.Paterson
The roving breezes come and go, the reed beds sweep and sway,
The sleepy river murmurs low, and loiters on its way,
It is the land of lots o' time along the Castlereagh.
The old man's son had left the farm, he found it dull and slow,
He drifted to the great North-west where all the rovers go.
‘He's gone so long,’ the old man said, ‘he's dropped right out of mind,
‘But if you'd write a line to him I'd take it very kind;
‘He's shearing here and fencing there, a kind of waif and stray,
He's droving now with Conroy's sheep along the Castlereagh.
And now by coach and mailman's bag it goes from town to town,
And Conroy's Gap and Conroy's Creek have marked it ‘further down’.
Beneath a sky of deepest blue where never cloud abides,
A speck upon the waste of plain the lonely mailman rides.
Where fierce hot winds have set the pine and my all boughs asweep
He hails the shearers passing by for news of Conroy's sheep.
By big lagoons where wildfowl play and crested pigeons flock,
By camp fires where the drovers ride around their restless stock,
And past the teamster toiling down to fetch the wool away
My letter chases Conroy's sheep along the Castlereagh.

One defining characteristic of each TPO is
its distinctive postmark or “cancellation”.
These were not necessarily impressed onto
mail in transit– but usually they were.
The English Mail
I first saw the term “English Mail” in a
1911 WTT, when I was compiling a bibliography of NSWGR Working Time Tables from the collection at the NSW State
Archives. Major changes in MelbourneSydney services were introduced on 25Oct-1908, but the English Mail was not
among the new trains. It appears in the
next extant issue of 28-May-1911.
The name was coined by the former Victorian Post-office for a TPO postmark as
early as 1866 to designate sea-mail bound
for England. Victoria, the first British
colony to print its own stamps, began to
print and postmark them from 1850. The
three-penny “3d” stamp below carries a
cancellation for mail bound for England
on a ship from Hobson’s Bay (“OUT”).
This is an Australian stamp, rather than a
Victorian stamp. The Commonwealth
PMG adopted some of the conventions of
its Victorian predecessor when it was
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formed at Federation.
Victorian railway TPO postmarks often
contained the words “LINE1”, “LINE 2”,
etc.– these terms were meaningful only to
the Post Office. The Victorian PMG ran
TPOs over 19 of these numbered “lines”—
also called “vans”. Four of them, plus the
un-numbered English Mail, ran on the
Western railway line. TPO cancellations
also referred to “UP” trains and “DOWN”
trains. Within Victoria these terms were
congruent with railway terminology, but
when crossing borders there was apt to be
confusion. The Adelaide-Melbourne Express was a Down train out of Adelaide,
but an Up train after Serviceton. To the
Victorian Post-Office though it was an UP

train all the way– or was it the other way
around?
Adelaide-Melbourne
Soon after the rail connection between
Adelaide and Melbourne was made in
1886, the Victorian PMG realised that a
train could shift overseas mail to and from
Adelaide faster than could a ship. This was
not a big gain after a month-long sea journey, but worth having nevertheless. English Mail rail TPO cancellations appeared
soon after, in January 1887. At first these
would have been for the regular Adelaide
Express, which ran via Geelong. When the
line was re-routed through Bacchus Marsh
in 1890, a conditional special mail train
was put on. A timetable was published in a
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commemorative guidebook of the day
showing two conditional Mail Specials out
of Adelaide at 6:50 PM or 9 PM on the day
of arrival of mail steamers. There was no
Special Mail in the reverse direction as far
as I can ascertain. It is not clear that these
trains immediately appeared in the WTT of
this era– they were not in the 1894 WTT,
for instance, but were in the 1909 WTT.
There was a schedule for such a train as
late as 1924 (Adelaide departure at 3 PM)
but it had vanished by 1938.
There is no evidence that the Adelaide–
Melbourne train was ever named the English Mail- the term comes only from the
postal cancellations. Regular interstate
mail would have travelled on the normal
Adelaide Express. The Special Mail usually ran on a relief timetable for the A delaide
Express, as trains 1b or 1c. In 1909, the
timings were:
Adelaide dep 5 PM (approx.)
Melbourne arr 11:12 AM (next day).
This train was a true Travelling Post Office
and had its own postmark: “E.M.T.P.O.”
Melbourne—Albury—Sydney
There is a dearth of information in the
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philatelic literature about an English Mail
TPO cancellation for mail trains which ran
between Melbourne and Sydney, but there
certainly were special mail trains run over
this route.
In the 1909 WTT, there was a Sunday-only
“Mail Special” which ran as No. 32a, although this was really only the column
number in the WTT. There was neither an
Albury Express nor a Sydney Express on
Sundays– the mail special was presumably
some kind of substitute. The times for this
leg of the journey were:
Melbourne dep 11:30 AM
Albury
arr 4:48 PM
dep 5:47 PM (1911)
Notice the extremely fast turn-around from
the incoming Adelaide train at Melbourne–
only 18 minutes was allowed. Presumably
this involved just switching the mail van.
At Albury, the mail was manhandled
across the platform and into the standard
gauge train. In 1912, the train from Melbourne arrived at 4:38 PM.
The full timetable for the English Mail
train northwards from Albury, an extract of
the Southern WTT for 5-May1912, appears
on page our 5.
The English Mail did the journey in 5

minutes short of 12 hours. At this time, the
Melbourne Express and the Melbourne
Limited Express did the journey in 12
hours and 11 hours and 19 minutes respectively. The English Mail carried only
“interstate” passengers for NSW stations
and did not take NSW passengers. It set
down only where timetabled to pause.
These short stops of 5 to 10 minutes were
probably for engine requirements or
changes. On weekdays, at least two other
mail trains, the Temora Mail and the A lbury Mail ran at similar hours, but much
more slowly.
The line from Albury as far as Picton was
single at this time, worked with Electric
Train Tablet. As the notes at the bottom of
this page indicate, the English Mail took
advantage of Tablet Automatic Exchanging Apparatus to maintain an express run.
This apparatus was a recent invention by a
NSWR engineer, William Clarke of Junee.
Even though this was a Sunday evening
train, there were still plenty of single-line
crossings to keep everyone alert– 26 in all
before double track was reached. Some of
these were overtakes of other Up trains.
One of the reasons for such a large number of crosses was that NSW had yet to
straighten out and regrade its main lines.
Trains had to be small and numerous.
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The Night Mail
W.H.Auden wrote “The Night Mail” for
the closing minutes of a 1996 English documentary film of the same title, produced
by the GPO Film Unit. The rhythm of the
latter part of the poem was based on that of
Robert Louis Stevenson’s “From a Railway Carriage”. The film documents the
way the post was distributed by train in the
1930s, focussing on the so-called Postal
Special train, a train dedicated only to
carrying the post and with no members of
the public, travelling on the mainline route
from Euston to Glasgow and on to Edinburgh and Aberdeen. The locomotive featured in the film was Royal Scot 6115
Scots Guardsman, built in 1927. The film
made the train famous, but a timetable for
it was never seen by the public. In railway
circles the train was the W est Coast Postal
or Postal Special. It was one of two pairs
of non-passenger, all-mail trains. The Up
Postal was the train which was robbed in
“The Great Train Robbery” in August
1963.
The best description comes from an American book, Mail by Rail, by Bryant Long:
“At about 7 P.M. the fifty-odd sorters manning the Special begin to converge upon
the Euston Station mail room from all parts
of London and its suburbs, carrying handbags. Most arrive via suburban train, bus,
underground, or tram, but even those commuting in by train over the Special's own
route must pay fares; their official warrants
are no good for commuting to work. At the
mail room, with its lockers and bulletin
boards, the sorters pick up their black cloth
tote bags. Their contents are mostly work
clothes, for the British clerk need carry no
headers, schemes, schedules, slips, or labels; such of these as he requires are sent
direct to the car in the train-supplies bag
(labeled "T.P.O, Stores").
A rather fussy little shunting engine brings
in the long line of sixty-foot coaches from
the Willesden yard, where they are marshaled, and spots them at Euston's No. 2
platform. Fully five cars are sorting carriages, while the rest are for storage mails
(one devoted largely to the catcher apparatus). By seven fifteen, the reporting time,
the sorters are inside the car and donning
their coveralls; the handbags containing
overnight needs are stowed on overhead
shelves; all sorters sign the lick sheet, and
the 14-hour stationary period begins. All
slips, labels, and letter bills have been
previously furnished, stamped, and run out
by office personnel; and twine and sealing
materials accompany these supplies in the
"stores" bag. Three of the junior sorters or
mail porters (postmen under reallocation)
thereupon hang some 250 to 280 bags on
the pegs in each R.P.O. car in limp Christmas-stocking style.

Night Mail—W. H.Auden
This is the night mail crossing the border,
Bringing the cheque and the postal order,
Letters for the rich, letters for the poor,
The shop at the corner, the girl next door…
Letters of thanks, letters from banks,
Letters of joy from girl and boy,
News circumstantial, news financial,
Letters with holiday snaps to enlarge in,
Letters with faces scrawled on the margin,
Letters from uncles, cousins, and aunts,
Letters to Scotland from the South of France,
Letters of condolence to Highlands and Lowlands
Written on paper of every hue,
The pink, the violet, the white and the blue,
Clever, stupid, short and long,
The typed and the printed and the spelt all wrong…

Each sorting coach is also equipped with
sealing presses, car keys, reference books
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such as the Postal Guide and [a list of]
P.O.'s in the United Kingdom, a postmarker, rubber stamps, various pairs of official
scissors, and (in one car) an "official
watch"—a standard timepiece brought up
by runner from the G.P.O. Inland Section.
Once the last collection has been made
from the station's late fee posting box, the
zero hour of eight-thirty approaches. Mail
trucks with the final loads from Euston
Square Post Office and latecomers with
letters to mail, hurry to the train-side. At a
prolonged blast from the whistle the great
Night Mail slowly pulls out; it crawls under Ampthill Square and Hampstead Road
and gathers speed, passing Regent's Park
on the left and the Camden Town section
to the right.”
The Working Timetables of the LMS naturally showed the timetable for the Mail
Special. The Euston to Carlisle pages on
our page 7 shows about two-thirds of the
run. The notation “D” and “R” in the middle of a train time represents, places where
mail was Delivered or Received on the fly
via the mail-exchangers. The Night Mail
was a fast train– it sprinted out of Euston
35 minutes ahead of the Glasgow Express
Passenger, which could only close the gap
by 4 minutes by Carlisle.
“The Special is carrying at least three thousand bags of mail, including five hundred
or more "workers," containing seventy
thousand letters (about two thousand, eight
hundred packages) and thousands of newspapers all to be sorted. Mail received later
may equal and even exceed this total. The
electric tea urns are switched on, and some
men place soup or other food in the various
handy electric ovens.
The Special rushes through South Hampstead tunnel, past Killburn Station and
Willesden Junction, then crosses the London city line into the thickly settled Middlesex suburbs; Wembley (8:43) is first,
but not served going north. Sorters are
busy in all five T.P.O. coaches—the two
English cars, the two for Scottish divisions,
and the Glasgow city car. The bag opener
is throwing letter bundles in all directions—the labelled bundles (directs) going
right into the proper outgoing bag, of
course. Nine storage cars precede and follow them!

shaped structure has from one to three
pouchfuls of mailbags hung on its high
projecting arm. Attached to the standard
are suitable lights, plus a permanent
folding receiving net at the bottom; all
fittings are at the exact proper height to
engage the identical complementary
equipment on the train. Since wayside
signs erected at approach points are hard
to see at night, the iron man or apparatus
officer must expertly recognize the exact
sound of the overhead bridges and so on
which constitute the fix-on for this particular catch.
Outgoing pouches are hung on the
"despatching arms" beside the regular
doors—only one to each arm, but with
twenty such arms on the train there is far
more than enough equipment. With
speed up to 60 mph and more, precision
timing in working the iron is vital. As
soon as the crane is sighted, the apparatus officer presses levers which lower
both the carriage net and despatching
arms into working position; an electric
bell also rings continuously to warn
clerks not to approach the open centre of
the apparatus coach (where the big safety door beside the net has also opened
automatically).
With a thunderous roar, the powerful
strap of the carriage net catches the incoming pouches, which bound into the
car with great force; simultaneously, the
outgoing pouches are trapped by the
wayside net, whereupon the despatching
arms fold back automatically. When the
carriage-net lever is released, it too folds
back, and the bell stops. It is a ticklish
business to lower the projecting devices
at the exact proper instant only, for they
must avoid engaging some station platform, signal, or other railroad structure if
extended too quickly. Important stations
have several lineside standards in operation, permitting the exchange of over
half a ton of mail at one time—despite a
sixty-pound limit on each pouch container. Expert iron men learn to recognize
fix-ons instantly by counting wheel

clicks, by listening for the rattle of points,
and so on.”
Owney
Owney (ca. 1887 – June 11, 1897) was the
US equivalent of Bob the Drover’s Dog, or
Red Dog—no-man’s dog, everyman’s dog,
an inveterate traveller. Owney’s claim to
fame was that he only ever travelled by
mail trains. He was a stray mixed breed
terrier adopted as the first unofficial postal
mascot by the Albany, New York, post
office about 1888. The Albany mail professionals recommended the dog to their
Railway Mail Service colleagues, and he
became a nationwide mascot for 9 years
(1888–1897). He traveled throughout the
48 contiguous United States and voyaged
around the world traveling over 140,000
miles in his lifetime.
Owney had a lot of mail trains from which
to choose. Like a gigantic spider web, the
RPO network sprawled across the United
States. Even in 1963, a network of over
seven hundred busy RPO lines, on 165,000
miles of route, was speeding US mail in all
directions twenty-four hours a day.
For example, there was the famed transcontinental Fast Mail route which included
the New York Central's great 20th Century
Limited (a train of the NYR Chicago RPO),
the Chicago & North Western's Chicago
and Omaha RPO, the Union Pacific's
Omaha & Ogden RPO (the subject of one
of the world’s first motion pictures) and
the SP's storied Ogden & San Fran, or
"Overland" route. Part of the Omaha and
Ogden schedule is shown above.
Another famous transcontinental route was
that of the AT&SF from Chicago, to Los
Angeles, the Fast Mail-Express. The timetable for this daily train in 1938 spread
across 22 pages of 7 volumes of the Employee Time Table. Departing Chicago at
10:35 PM, 80 minutes behind the California Limited, it arrived in Los Angeles at
6:30 AM on the 3rd morning, still only
120 minutes behind the Limited. For 2227
miles to Los Angeles through 7 states, 12

At exactly 8:46 the train is due to make its
first "catch"— the apparatus working at
suburban Harrow. All Harrow letter bundles have now been tied out, the R. L-.
man's billed bundle of entry items is ready,
and all mail is put in the bags due off here;
each bag is sealed with the T.P.O.s imprint. Then they are stuffed into the outgoing leather pouches and tightly strapped.
The pouches to be caught have been previously hung on the lineside apparatus (mail
crane) by Harrow's local apparatus postman (mail messenger). The gallows-
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White in 1872 (page 10) and was quickly
approved by the General Superintendent.
White later rose to this rank. These timetables were issued for well over one hundred years running to 15 “Divisional”
volumes, issued two or three times per
year– a total, probably, of at least 8,000
volumes. That’s more “working timetables” than all the railways of Australia
have ever issued. The Divisional structure was done away with in 1955.

Top: The schedule of #5 “ Mail and Express” , westbound across Wyoming. These
tables are from the UP issue of Feb-28-1948, a date on which the UP ETTs were completely reorganised. Bottom: An RPO scurries across Nebraska.

Divisions and 23 Districts in 59 hours.
that was 37 mph. It was probably the
longest TPO route in the world. The
famed Route 66 highway paralleled this
mail route for a long way—but the train
left the cars far behind.
These were just two of the 7,666 mail
trains operated daily by a vast railway
mail system and involving 600,000 miles
of daily travel at its peak. These railroads
rushed well over forty billion pieces of
mail each year to 41,500 post offices and
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their branches—ranging in size, with the
same impartial type of designation, from
New York, New York (population
7,840,000)
to
Huntley,
Virginia
(population 3).
So prolific were the trains, so complex
was the system and so diverse were the
railroads contracted to haul the mail that
the Post Office issued its own set of Employee Timetables. This notion was first
suggested by a Post Office Clerk, James

These timetables were based around, and
mimicked, the Employee Timetables of
the carrier road, mixed ad libitum. A
sample for some small lines is shown on
our page 10. Note the Denver & Ogden
timetable for D&RGW train 5a at upper
left. This is a “branch line” off the UP
train #5, which appears at the top of this
page. Similar timetables were issued for
air and road transport. The system was
reviewed in The Timetable Collector of
June 1988, from which the timetable
illustrations overleaf have been taken.
——————
Epitaph: Here, T here and (alm ost)
Everywhere all of these trains have vanished. Australia’s air-mail service was
100 years old in July and is still going
strong.
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Decisions, Decisions—Letter
DAVID WHITEFORD

A

nother interesting The Times as
usual. I must get an article or two
written soon

Geoff Mann’s Decisions.... commented on
two trains to same destinations leaving
Malvern at the same time from different
platforms.

have done) stand near the subway entry to
see which train is coming first and dash to
the appropriate platform. On Claisebrook
you can wait on the overhead footbridge to
see if a train is coming from the Midland
or Armadale lines, and there are indicators
at the entry ramp to each platform so you
can have them in sight too.

Because the Armadale / Thornlie and Midland lines share a four track main line between Perth and Claisebrook, there are
many times when it’s a case of decision,
decision at Perth, McIver and Claisebrook
stations. At Perth you can use train indicators to tell if a Midland, Armadale or
Thornlie train will leave first, but at
McIver you have to be on a platform to
see an indicator and it will only show the
train due at that platform. You could (as I

McIver and Claisebrook are compulsory
stops for all suburban trains on the Midland and Armadale / Thornlie lines. There
is no time advantage in one line over the
other. On Monday to Friday ex Perth there
are many trains timetabled to leave Perth at
the same time. Of course, one is always a
Midland train. Armadale trains feature
once in the early morning (6.43am departure) and in the late night midnight, 1 am
& 2am services (latter two Friday only)
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while all the others are Thornlie trains.
On Saturday, Sunday, and Public Holidays there are also many trains due to
parallel out of Perth. In fact all Midland
trains on Saturday from 5.30am to
7.30pm are due to parallel an Armadale
train and on Sundays and holidays it is
the same from 7.30am to 7.30pm.
However, for Perth bound passengers
from Claisebrook or McIver it is only
Monday to Friday when trains from both
lines are due to depart at the same time
for Perth with many trains from 8.31am
to 7.53pm, then just one at 12.53am.
I’m guessing this situation arises in a
number of cities where short parallel
running in and out of a main city station
is possible.
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Timetable Riddle: Burren Junction to Pokataroo
Is there still a heap of trains at the end of the Pokataroo branch line?
TIM FISCHER

Y

ears ago I noticed in an old
NSWGR Country Timetable a
gem relating to the Burren Junction to Pokataroo Branchline, part of the
old North by North West segment of the
NSW network up through the Hunter
Valley. Recently when researching the
ABC Book “Trains Unlimited” I came
across this example again, from Timetable No 49 of 1965.
It clearly shows four scheduled train
services down the gentle slope from Burren Junction to Pokataroo each week but
only three services back! So to my mind
there might have been a heap of trains at
the terminus at Pokataroo but more logically, I assume the Monday train returned
on a secret working schedule but was not
available for passenger traffic.
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I recall that in an earlier NSWGR timetable that I used to have, the Burren Junction to Pokataroo Branchline was shown
in standout form and separate from the
Narrabri to Walgett Branchline. Maybe a
member might have that version from
around 1960 as once again it showed four
trains TO and only three trains FROM
Pokataroo weekly [1938 version below–
Ed].
So here is a challenge, can anyone find
any other examples in black and white
listing an actual non balanced set of
Branchline services anywhere in Australia? Whilst I do assume that a detailed
Working Timetable for the Region would
reveal all, in the meantime readers can
enjoy this unusual published listing of
services.
I have now moved on to research a new

book “Maestro John Monash” due out in
November 2014, again sadly I have encountered another riddle, namely that great
feat engineered and built by Monash, the
Monash Outer Circle covering the eastern
and northern quartile of Melbourne. It was
ripped up just as it began to show promise
and today would have provided a vital set
of metro links.
It would be interesting to see the published
Outer Monash Circle Timetable when it
did operate, again perhaps the hard working Editor can refind and reprint this gem
in a future edition*.
Tim Fischer AC, Author
“Transcontinental Train Odyssey” , “ Trains Unlimited”
“Maestro John Monash” and four
other books.
* I’m working on it—Ed.
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A New Timetable for 1927: the Easifind
by CONRAD SMITH

W

e look at a short-lived experimental timetable, the Easifind,
which was the brainchild of a
remarkable man along with his even more
remarkable wife.
This new timetable incorporated several
novel features. Primary amongst these was
a desire to promote the many cross-country
direct trains and through carriages, the
existence of which could be masked by the
traditional London focus of existing publications. Such a focus is taken to the extreme with the ABC timetable, but even
Bradshaw and the companies’ own timetable books tended to be designed around the
needs of the English home counties. In a
system where the majority of train paths in
Great Britain terminated in London, the
Easifind timetable addressed more seriously the needs of the provincial traveller
seeking to travel elsewhere than to London
without necessarily having to travel
through the capital.
Tradition had it that any journey could be
made via London, and Royal Mail letters
were originally all routed this way. This
had as much to do with the needs of the
censor and routine examination of the
mails at a secure location as it had with the
practicalities of transporting the letters
each day, so that a letter from Bristol to
Exeter was routed (and charged on a mileage basis) via London.
Such cross-country trains as did exist could
be ignored entirely in the ABC Guide, and
appear only in fits and starts in a scattering
of Bradshaw’s pages, and much time and
energy was spent in coming up with a
workable design to show the many long
and sinuous through journeys between
provincial centres:
A wonderful railway time-table owes its
existence to a small mishap. The inventor, Lieutenant-Colonel W. Mansfield,
missed a train through a faulty railway
guide. In his vexation he determined to
produce a time-table that could not go
wrong. His labours resulted in the
'Easifind' time-table, giving every train
for every station, and a map which
shows at a glance 12,000 through connections. A tabular station index shows
the best trains and routes, and there is a
mass of other railway information1.
The result was a large-format production
with an elaborate two-colour map and
index, and it received an enthusiastic review in The A thaenium:
A New Railway Guide: Easifind Railway
Time Table. Compiled by Lt.-Col. W.
Mansfield. (Rolls House Publishing Co.,
2s.)
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Some men find time tables engrossing,
using them either as an aid to dream journeys or as the raw material for a fascinating game, in which there is a pleasant
mixture of arithmetic and romance. To
these especially may be commended the
new ‘Easifind Railway Time Table’ by
which may be traced over 12,000 through
communications on British railways.
Compilations of this kind seldom claim an
individual authorship, but this latest
monthly time table is the work of Lt.-Col.
W. Mansfield, who is said to have devoted
a considerable period of his life to perfecting his system. At first glance the Easifind time table appears very far from easy,
and it is doubtful if it will ever become
popular with those whose only adventures
are summer excursions to seaside watering places. But really only a little patience
is needed to master a system by which
cross-country journeys may most quickly
be traced and intercommunications made

clear. The key to Colonel Mansfield’s
guide, with its original features, is supplied in an excellent map and tabular
index.
It would seem that this new time table
would be principally valuable to the enquiry offices of the railways themselves, to
the booking agencies and those business
travellers who are always ‘on the road’.
These last will find very useful the fact
that the market day and early-closing day
of every town is recorded, together with
other such information as the population
of the town, whether the station has a
telegraph office and a refreshment room2.
The new timetable received fulsome praise
also in the provincial press:
To the traveller who is constantly using
the railways get about his business in all
parts of the country, time-tables present
the most annoying and complex feature
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of his journeys, and often is a connection
missed through his inability to find the
right train at the right moment. Simplicity is the keynote of modern conditions,
and in future there will be no need for
sweat and worry on the part of those
unfortunates already referred to, who
will learn with satisfaction that a unique
time-table, valuable because of its simplicity, has been published. […] In this
country there some thirty-five Railway

14

Companies, each issuing time-tables of
different forms. The ‘Easifind’ is a digest of these, and is the first to give us
the information which they contain directly, without sending us off from one
perplexing page another. It has a map
which shows every stopping-place in the
British railway system, and from a series
of figures around the bigger stations the
reader can refer at a glance to any of
12,000 through communications. For the
district around Grantham, the new book

provides through tables in a convenient
form, showing the best connections with
every part of the country3.
A writer’s account gives the background to
Mansfield where he gave a confident interview:
Col. Mansfield, the painstaking author of
the new timetable, which is making such a
sensation among travellers, was having
his second cigar when I met him yesterday. During the six years it has taken him
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to compile ‘Easifind’, he limited himself to
one smoke a day – and his working day
extended from 6.30 a.m. to 10 p.m. A fully
qualified engine driver at 19 years of age,
Col. Mansfield was in charge of the timetable department of the Transvaal railways 30 years ago. Then for a whole year
he was on passenger and express service
on the Belgian frontier, and delegate to
the Inter-Allied Railway Commission in
Germany after the Armistice.
He began to work on the timetable immediately after being demobilized in December 1921. By a clever index device, Col.
Mansfield shows 12,000 through communications at a glance, gives diagrams of
every place with more than one railway
station, and shows where taxi-cabs, buses,
trams, hotels, restaurants, and cinemas
are to be found4.
The review in the British Medical Journal
in 1927 was also favourable:
Travellers who might feel perplexed at
the route followed by Mr. G. K. Chesterton in the couplet ‘The night we went to
Birmingham ‘By way of Beachy Head’,
would find their difficulties smoothed out
by a perusal of the ‘Easifind’ Railway
Time-Table. This ingenious production is
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said to have cost its author, Lieut.Colonel W.V. MANSFIELD many hours’
daily labour – for five and a half years.
As the result a would-be tourist from
South Shields to Lowestoft need only
consult the numbers on a map, or a tabular index, and he will at once find a reference giving him the through route between these two places. The whole thing
is based on a system of figures and signs
which is clearly explained at the beginning of the time-table. The reader, it is
said, can refer at a glance to any one of
12,000 through communications without
wandering from one page to another in
the effort to link up communicating lines.
The mental strain of the railway traveller
should be greatly alleviated by Colonel
Mansfield's efforts. The ‘Easifind’ Railway Time-Table. By Lieut.-Colonel W.
R. Mansfield. London: Rolls House Publishing Co., Ltd. 1927. (2s.)5
Mansfield was a colourful character indeed, born Wladimir Raffalovich in 1876
to a French mother Eugénie d’Hénin and to
Michel Raffalovich whose grandfather was
a banker in Odessa, being a principal player in railway building:
The Odessa banking houses of Ephrussi

and Co. and Raffalovich Brothers […]
signed an agreement in October 1868
with the founders of the Kharkov–
Kremenchug Railway Company for the
issue of a bond loan […]. The main part
of the loan was placed in London with the
participation of Baring Brothers6.
His parents were living in London at the
time of his birth but then moved to France
where his five younger siblings were born.
Wladimir was educated in Holland and
Germany, receiving diplomas in civil and
mechanical engineering7. By 1895, he had
qualified as an engine driver in South Africa as he gained experience as engineering
assistant to the chief traffic manager of the
Transvaal Railways, moving to a similar
position with the German Trust Railways
in Berlin, becoming a civil and mechanical
engineer. He seems to have had a taste for
adventure; with two companions and a
guide he is reported in the press as having
made an ascent of the Cime de l’Est and
Dents du Midi peaks in Switzerland on 28
June 19008. Returning to South Africa in
1903 he went into practice as a consulting
engineer to a financial group in Johannesburg, being elected to the Geological Society of South Africa in 19059. During 1909,
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he became general manager to the
Vooespore Diamond Mining Company in
the Orange Free State, but events in England were about to change his life, leading
to the most ambitious timetabling project
ever undertaken.
This was the year the successful novelist
Charlotte Mansfield chose to mount a lone
expedition from the Cape to Cairo, partly
by rail. She was to write extensively of her
African adventures, and following some
days soaking up the atmosphere of Cape
Town, she set out by train for the north. At
Kimberley she visited what became the
world’s deepest diamond mine, then set off
for Bulawayo on another train.
As she relates in her 1911 book V ia Rhodesia: A Journey through Southern Africa:
I should be the last to grumble at the
train service in Africa, for not only was
every consideration for my comfort paid
me, both by the Cape Government and
the Rhodesia and Mashonaland Railways, but I was allowed to journey on the
engine for some distance, which was a
novel experience, and I do not mind confessing that until that day I had a vague
idea that trains were steered somewhat
after the fashion of motor-cars! How
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delightful it was to sit on the cow-catcher
of the engine, motoring with no motor in
front, the earth passing rapidly away
under one’s hanging feet, and the fresh
air kissing one’s face with the keen fillip
of swiftness and sweetness, for we were
approaching Rhodesia, and the air came
to greet us laden with the fragrance of
the promised land10.
At one point, the severe rains had caused
so much flooding that the rail services had
been severed over a section too deep to
allow a steam locomotive to pass, a difficulty she overcame in a singular manner:
There appeared in the Press, local and
otherwise, the official notification that on
account of the height of the floods of the
Kafue River no passengers or parcels
would be carried beyond this spot until
further notice. What was to be done? A
wire came stating that my carriers had
arrived at Broken Hill and would be ready
to take me north as soon as I could get
there. Mr. Wallace Smith wired for further
information, and then arranged that I may
go through with a coach if natives could
manage to drag it through the floods—as
a letter!—for mails were to be taken if
possible. I am quite certain that I have the

distinction of being the most weighty epistle yet carried by the Rhodesian mail.
Kafue station was quite unapproachable.
The stationmaster armed with the mail
bravely set forth on a raft to deposit the
letters on the coach which, meanwhile,
had been detached from the engine. I
stood on the front platform and was keenly interested in watching the arrangements for dragging the coach through the
water to the bridge, on which another
engine was standing.
A very stout rope was fastened to the
coach, and a hundred natives, like athletes in a tug-of-war, seized the rope, and
with much shouting pulled with all their
might. The funniest sight was the headboy cracking a long whip and beating, not
the boys but the water, as with wild gesticulations he urged them on. It took over an
hour to drag the coach through the mile
and a quarter of water-lilies. […]
On the bridge, the waiting engine was
attached, and also the white coach of the
doctor, who twice a week journeyed down
from Broken Hill11.
Charlotte Mansfield continued on foot,
camping on the long journey with her 49
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sickness having stopped all traffic by natives on the road, as well as all steamer
transport on the lake. After being informed by the officials that my progress
northward was impossible under these
circumstances, the lives of too many people being at stake. I was reluctantly compelled to proceed with my caravan via
Nyasaland to Chinde. From here I came
to Marseilles by the D.O.A. liner
“Kronprinz” by the Suez Canal route.’
Most papers have had the courtesy to
publish this letter and have not again
referred to the imaginary travels14.
Wladimir was appointed consulting engineer and technical adviser to the New
Transvaal Chemical Company in 1911, and
Charlotte continued to write novels in
South Africa, publishing Red Pearls in
1914 and Gloria, a Girl of the South A frican Veld in 1915, also contributing articles to such as Pall Mall Magazine and
Westminster Gazette.
porters, but cut short her Cairo attempt,
returning to England from Mozambique
via Zanzibar: not for long as it turned out:

The onset of war brought Wladimir back to
England. He brought his engineering skills
to the British army in 1917 where he was:

I returned to Africa much sooner than I
had anticipated returning, and owing to
certain reasons, which are not of public
interest, came out this time on the D.O.A.
liner ‘Admiral’, by the West Coast. […]
My one and only journey […] started with
faith, travelled through danger, and ended in love12.

commissioned as a Railway Transport
Officer with the rank of lieutenant. He
served in France and was eventually promoted to the rank of lieutenant-colonel
and appointed assistant director of general transportation. On the conclusion of
hostilities he served as a member of the
Inter-allied Railway Commission in Germany and was then engaged as chief engineer and production superintendent in
charge of an ammunition breaking-down
factory in France15.

Events in London had gathered pace:
A love story begun in the wilds of Africa
was brought to a happy conclusion at St.
Paul’s Church, Baker-street, where Miss
Charlotte Mansfield, the famous traveller
and author, was married to Mr. Wladimir Raffalovich, mining engineer, of
Johannesburg. The bride and groom first
met on their travels in Africa. […] After
the honeymoon, Mr. and Mrs. Raffalovich […] returned to Johannesburg,
where they will make their home. Mrs.
Raffalovich was the first woman to make
the overland journey from the Cape to
Cairo. It took her seven months. […]
Many hundreds of miles she was forced
to cover on foot or in a ‘machila’, a hammock slung on poles carried by natives13.

It was in 1919 that he changed his name by
deed poll:

I, Wladimir Raffalovich-Mansfield, heretofore called and known by the name of
Wladimir Raffalovich, of 149, Gleneldonroad, Streatham, in the county of Surrey,
a Major in His Majesty's Army, being a
natural born British subject, hereby give
notice, that I have assumed and intend
henceforth upon all occasions and at all
times to sign and use and be called and
known by the surname Mansfield in addition to the surname Raffalovich, and that
such assumption of name is formally declared and evidenced by a deed poll under
my hand and seal, dated the thirtieth day
of September, 1919, […] In witness
whereof I do hereby sign and subscribe
myself by such my intended future name.
—Dated the third day of November, 1919.
W. RAFFALOVICH-MANSFIELD16.
so that Charlotte effectively regained her
Mansfield surname, the name she had always used as an author. Quite why Wladimir Raffalovich should feel more comfortable as Lieut.-Col. W. R. Mansfield, one
can only speculate: the world had been
transformed; Russia, the 1914 close ally of
Britain along with France in the Great War
was no longer so, and perhaps Wladimir
preferred not to trumpet his Russian origins. It was during this year that an entry
‘Vladimir Raffalovich to United Kingdom:
Information on Mr. George Sanders’ appears in the British Foreign Office Russia
correspondence guide17.
Raffalovich was indeed a very unusual
name in 1919 England; at any event he
could not have foreseen that his younger
brother André would die very likely as a
result of his name after the arrest in August
1944 by the Gestapo of his wife at their
home in Paris, who was alleged to be acting for the Resistance. Raffalovich was a
name which led the Gestapo to arrest An-

The Cairo myth was perpetuated in some
newspapers, much to Charlotte’s amusement and annoyance, as she relates:
I myself sent the following letter to a number of papers:‘In order to prevent any erroneous impression being formed as to my having
crossed Africa from Cape to Cairo by
land, I should esteem it a favour if you
would publish this letter. I am anxious to
have it known that I was prevented from
proceeding north of Abercorn (Lake Tanganyika) owing to the ravages of sleeping
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dré too for good measure, and he did not
survive Buchenwald where he died in December 194418.
As soon as he was demobilized in December 1921, Wladimir commenced working
on his grand project, adopting the working
habits of an author, and he had much for
which to thank Charlotte:
With Colonel Mansfield was his wife Mrs.
Charlotte Mansfield, the well-known novelist. I asked her what part she had played
in the completion of this colossal task.
‘My line is more fiction than facts — and
facts are essential in a time-table,’ she
told me. ‘But my job was to look after the
colonel. He had to stop smoking during
the day, and limited himself to one cigar
in the evening after his work was done.
For exercise we used to go on top of a
'bus to Caterham and back. But I helped
him in this respect that I gave him my
spare bedroom for his first office, and
without a murmur of complaint, saw its
walls being gradually covered from top to
bottom with railway maps and time-tables
for a period of two years. Don't you think
that was a big thing for woman to do?’19
The enthusiasm for his task was unique:
Some 30 years ago Col. Mansfield was in
charge of the Time-Table Department of
the Transvaal Railways, and the first scent
he got there has never left his nostrils. He
talks about time-tables as if they were
living, vital things, thinks in long tabulated columns of figures, and is the one man
I have ever met who shows a genuine
passionate enthusiasm for dry-as-dust
pages upon pages of arrivals and departures, expresses, ‘R’ for restaurant car,
and ‘E’ for Saturdays excepted.
But it is really to that ubiquitous place
called Uttoxeter that the new railway
timetable is due. Once upon a time Col.
Mansfield had to go to Uttoxeter. His old
fashioned time-table showed that he had
to change at Derby, and change at Derby
he obediently did. He waited and waited
and then inquired.
His time-table had not indicated that at
Derby [he] had to change stations, and he
missed the train. From that moment he
determined to compile a time-table that
would indicate change of stations as well
as many other things calculated to assist
the travelling public.
The time-table not only shows where
change of stations is necessary, but contains a diagram of every town with more
than one station, showing how you may
get from one station to another. The tabular index is the masterpiece of the timetable. It gives every station in the country,
and with it a map reference, the population, market days, early closing day,
whether there is a refreshment room,
whether private telegrams can be sent
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from the station, and whether it deals with
luggage in advance.
Similarly, he has produced a map of small
compass which gives every stopping place
in Great Britain, and the different stations
where there are more than one in any
town. The cost of any complicated railway
journey is also shown in simple table.
Colonel Mansfield started on his timetable immediately he was demobilised in
December, 1921.
‘As rule,’ he told me, ‘I got up at 6.30 in
the morning and started work right away.
I usually finished about ten at night, and I
have been doing that for over five years.
The time-table began to become almost a
part of me, and I put so much value on the
work as it progressed that I was afraid to
let it out of my sight. I carried the manuscript about with me in my dressing-case,
and if ever I went visiting I took it with
me20.
He may have been conscious that he was
being interviewed for a Scottish newspaper
when he added:
So far, I have not included detailed tables
of the local services in Scotland, but all
through trains to and from the North are
given. The reason is that in Scotland
there is already produced the best of all
existing time-tables. I am, however, considering the publication of a sectional
“Easifind” covering all the railway services in Scotland.21
Lt.-Col. Mansfield was active in promoting
his timetable:
A lantern lecture entitled “Time Tables—
Old and New”, was given […] on February 16 by Lieut.-Colonel W. R. Mansfield,
director of the ‘Easifind’ Railway Time
Table22.

This lecture addressing members of the
Y.M.C.A. Literary and Debating Society in
the Victoria Hall, Derby was indeed on the
history of timetables:
Amongst the numerous slides there was
one which was particularly interesting. It
was that of a timetable published in 1873
by a London publisher who had sufficient
pluck to guarantee the correctness of the
same. This time-table, it might be mentioned is not in existence today. […] Coming down to modern time-tables, the Colonel showed certain interesting illustrations of a wonderful time-table known as
the ‘Easifind’, of which he is the originator and compiler. The audience was interested to learn that the ‘Easifind’ Railway
Time-table, together with its map, is actually printed in Derby23.
The large rear fold-out map was key to
understanding the timetable [our page 14].
Mindful of the great personal input that
Mansfield had invested in his publication,
it was stated ‘This map is the exclusive
copyright of Easifind Limited, and any
infringement thereof will be proceeded
against.’ His years spent compiling were
an investment.
The lines on the map were thicker for main
lines than for other lines. Pullman trains or
cars were shown as running on the red
lines. Figures alongside each line were the
table numbers, large figures indicating any
through table for the principal trains only
and small figures showing the section tables with full local services.
Instructions as to how to trace journeys:
‘Red figures at a station and the same
number in black at the other station indicate your through table.’ The example
given was Lowestoft to South Shields:
‘RED 27 at South Shields occurs in
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BLACK at Lowestoft, therefore Table 27
gives you the THROUGH COMMUNICATIONS. Another example: Worcester to
Manchester: RED 11 at Manchester occurs in BLACK at Worcester, this refers
you to THROUGH TABLE 11 which gives
the communications over SIX DIFFERENT
ROUTES. REMEMBER IT MUST BE RED
AND BLACK.’
‘Names in RED, thus: LEEDS, mean that
there is in this place MORE THAN ONE
STATION. The SMALL NAMES in RED refer
to the separate stations, viz. Central, Wellington and New station. One has to cross
between these stations at ONE’S OWN
EXPENSE. For details, see town maps in
the book.24
The Index page shows the single entry ‘27’
opposite South Shields in the Lowestoft
column [our page 15, arrowed]
The first page of Table 27 [our page 16]
shows the three departure lines for South
Shields – Lines 42, 49 and 53 [our arrows]
– each cross-referenced to the other two,
representing differing routes to reach the
main line, and Lowestoft is shown at Line
8.
There was more than this to the appearance
of the timetable:
Lieut.-Col. W. R. Mansfield, the compiler,
has designed his own type for the timetable, which is printed on specially made
paper cut to the size now popular with
many weekly magazines25.
The production process was innovative, the
Monotype Corporation [below left] providing the necessary printing equipment to
Bemrose of Derby, the timetable’s printers
[below right]. The type used was very
distinctive and Mansfield chose to highlight the a.m./p.m. problem by the use of a
different style of type for each, so that
columns did not need to be so labelled, and
the succession from a.m. to p.m. times
within columns would stand out more
clearly. Later issues of the Easifind timetable carried prominent advertisements for
the Monotype Corporation, which at the
time considered the timetable something of
a flagship product.
The initial deliberate omission of suburban
timetables was reversed and, for subse-
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quent editions, tables of short-distance
journeys radiating from London and provincial cities were incorporated.
The enterprise published monthly, but after
six successive issues it seems not to have
been a commercial success, the company
finally being wound up in 1934:
Notice is hereby given that the Partnership heretofore subsisting between us, the
undersigned, carrying on business as
Printers and Publishers, at Hawkers
Buildings, Davigdor Road, Hove, in the
county of Sussex, under the style or the
firm of THE EASIFIND TIME TABLE
COMPANY, has been dissolved by mutual
consent as from the twelfth day of December, 1934.—Dated the 12th day of December, 1934. W. P. Fielden, J. Bowden.26
Colonel Mansfield had by this time moved
on to other interests, eventually becoming
an expert witness in forgery cases thanks
to his experiments over the years photographing traces of faint and invisible writing fluids which enabled him to expose
alterations in documents.
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Above is the neatest correct entry for August’s Mission Impossible quiz. The winner was J.L.Russell. The train was
the Northern Tablelands Express, over the Singleton—Werris Creek section in 1964, pictured below at a later date.
Most contestants realised that the graph in the August issue was conjured up merely by deleting the already-existing
services for the NTE. In 1964. the Main Northern line was by far the busiest electric staff-worked line in the world.
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